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Dog Bin Update and stats 

Background 

Following councils decision on 23.01.24 minute ref TC23/266d Finance (Decision)  

It was RESOLVED to install a further 2 bins around the parish specifically at Wolverton Mill 

area to the north side of the balancing lakes (nearest to Stratford road) which would increase 

the weekly costs £416 to the contractual costs to £15184 (this would have minimal impact on 

the precept) 

 

I approached the Parks Trust following this decision, however they have since declined this 

offer for a bin near Stratford Road, they wish for the bin be placed near the gate opposite the 

bridge to Galley Hill, whilst within the parish boundary is used mainly by SSTC residents  

the Park Trust will now contact SSTC. 

 

Current 

 

Following reports from local residents of persistent issues with dog fouling in the area near to 

High Park Drive and Bengrove at Wolverton Mill, myself, our caretaker and the EEO 

attended site.  The EEO found 70 separate areas of dog fouling and as a result we have 

identified two  potential places of which we feel would be beneficial to site a new dog bin, 

which are: 

 

https://w3w.co/status.reliving.rehearsal  or 

https://w3w.co/courier.dries.secures 

 

Again this is subject to whose land it belongs to and whether we can get the permission to 

install a post or they have to install on our behalf.  I am currently pursuing this and will advise 

in due course  

 

Stats on the following page:  

https://w3w.co/status.reliving.rehearsal
https://w3w.co/courier.dries.secures
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The quarterly stats are as follows:  

he larger bins that have been installed are doing their job and are full on collections Western 

Road and Victoria Park along with  
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** indicates the bins that have bene upgraded to the 60ltr  

 

 


